LAREDO Program
Overview

LAcrosse Referee DevelOpment

LAREDO HISTORY

Development Timeline
Year

Description
Need for qualified Eastern Officials to tutor Western Officials in standard mechanics and
rules interpretations.

1984

Rod Korba coins the term LAcrosse REferee DevelOpment.
Bob Schlenger teaches the first Senior Officials Clinic at Vail Lacrosse Shootout at request
of Fred Eisenbrandt (NAA).

1984-1994

Several top officials serve as guest clinician at the Senior Officials Clinic: Eisenbrandt,
Gravey, Curran, Condon, Corcoran, Sadler, and Hill.

1995

Jim Carboneau runs first-ever LAREDO clinic in Vail, CO.

1996

John Hill further develops program and creates first 3-Person Presentation.

2009

Level 2 created with a focus on 2-Person Mechanics.

2011

Level 1 created with a focus on foundational mechanics for new officials in developing
areas.

Present

A national program managed by US Lacrosse.

What Makes a LAREDO Clinic?
 Clinicians
– Best of the best on
field and in class
– Run all training
– NCAA championships
– World Games
– MLL & NLL
– Passion for sharing
knowledge

 Training
– Classroom sessions
– Immediate on-field
feedback
– Detailed evaluation
forms following clinic

LAREDO Levels
 Level 1: 2-Person Mechanics
– Designed for emerging LOAs or areas in rapid development. Coincides
with US Lacrosse Level 1 and 2 Certification

 Level 2: 2-Person Mechanics
– 2-4 year solid official with a good understanding of 2-Person
Mechanics that is looking to take his/her skills to the next level.
Coincides with US Lacrosse Level 2 Certification

 Level 3: 3-Person Mechanics
– Experienced official with very solid 2-Person Mechanics and starting to
understand the finer points of game management. Ready to make the
move to collegiate officiating. Experience with 3-person games is a
prerequisite. Coincides with US Lacrosse Level 3 Certification.

Getting to a LAREDO
 US Lacrosse Member
 Recommended by local
assigner or LOA board
 Willing to learn and
apply feedback on
officiating

LAREDO Costs
 Level 2 fees:
– $100 for a two-day event
– $25 for each additional day

“This was probably the best takeaway value to money spent, I have
ever put toward a class.”
- Gib M. 2014

 Level 3 fees:
– $125 for a two-day event
– $50 for each additional day

 Officials WILL NOT receive game fees
 All trainees receive
– Daily verbal feedback from clinicians
– Written feedback in a timely manner after event
– Free US Lacrosse merchandise

Expectations










“Listen, learn, and work hard.”
-John N. 2010

Have a great attitude
Listen
Understand that you will be critiqued
Be in good physical shape
Take notes
Ask questions
Know the rules
Don’t get discouraged
Find a mentor

Expectations Continued
 Bring a note pad and be ready to
take notes at any time
 Watch another crew work and
listen in on their critique
 Have an open mind
 Bring a learning attitude, you do
not know everything, that is why
you are attending a LAREDO clinic
 Work on incorporating the
recommendations into your
officiating mechanics
 Make contacts for future games
in other areas
 Bring the proper uniform and
equipment, look the part

“Be prepared to accept and act on honest,
blunt feedback from the pros. Maintain a
smile and have fun!”
– David K. 2010

Unexpected Benefit – Socialization
 “Have fun on the field and off the field! There
is a bond formed with fellow attendees”
– Tom E. 2010

 “Lastly, allow yourself enough time to hang
out with the other officials. The evening ‘social
times’ are a great time to talk with other
officials, make some connections, and hear
some great stories.”
– Tim H. 2010

Praise for the Clinicians
 “All clinicians were true artisans
dedicated to the craft of officiating.
There was a sincere desire to assist
candidates with all facets of what’s
necessary to become a better official.”
– Andrew M. 2010

 “One of the aspects that [the clinicians]
stressed repeatedly was that no one,
including them, is perfect… By telling
about their mistakes, they
demonstrated that they learned from
them and moved forward.”
– John S. 2014

